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Introduction

The Center for Reproductive Rights (the Center) works to ensure that reproductive rights are guaranteed in law as fundamental human rights around the world. Our litigation, legal policy, and advocacy work—combined with unparalleled expertise in constitutional, international, and comparative human rights law—has transformed how reproductive rights are understood by courts, governments, and human rights bodies. Through our work across five continents, we have played a critical role in securing legal victories before national courts, United Nations committees, and regional human rights bodies on reproductive rights issues, including access to life-saving obstetrics care, contraception, maternal health, and safe abortion services, as well as the prevention of forced sterilization and child marriage. In the United States, we build, defend, and enforce the fundamental right to reproductive autonomy under the U.S. Constitution, state constitutions, federal and state law, and under international human rights law.

As this Report was being finalized, the U.S. Supreme Court issued its decision in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization, concluding there is no federal constitutional right to abortion and overruling Roe v. Wade and Planned Parenthood v. Casey. As the joint dissent warns, the majority’s callous decision relegates women to second-class status; defies “the “Court’s precedents about bodily autonomy, sexual and familial relations, and procreation. . . all parts of the fabric of our constitutional law;” is “catastrophic . . . as a matter of constitutional method;” and means “young women will come of age with fewer rights than their mothers and grandmothers had.” This cataclysmic retrogression of rights in the United States – never before has the Court eliminated a fundamental liberty right – is contrary to the overwhelming global legal trend of liberalizing access to abortion as a matter of human rights.

“Even in the face of public opposition, we uphold the right of individuals—yes, including women—to make their own choices and chart their own futures. Or at least, we did once.”

— Justices Breyer, Sotomayor and Kagan dissenting opinion in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization
For reasons the dissent so powerfully explains, the right to reproductive autonomy is deeply grounded in the U.S. Constitution and is about much more than \textit{Roe} and the right to abortion. To be clear, \textit{Roe}'s holding that this right is part of the liberty guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution was correct in its recognition that decisions about childbearing rise to the level of constitutional importance. The Supreme Court’s watershed reproductive rights cases – from \textit{Griswold v. Connecticut} to \textit{Roe v. Wade} – grounded reproductive rights in federal constitutional rights of privacy and liberty. But in the more than fifty years since those initial decisions, even before \textit{Dobbs} ended \textit{Roe}, courts failed to enforce a robust constitutional doctrine that guarantees reproductive autonomy for all people.\textsuperscript{2}

Instead, the Court’s early and repeated constriction of \textit{Roe} left many people behind. Just a few years after the Supreme Court decided \textit{Roe}, and even before it reduced the legal standard protecting the right to abortion in \textit{Casey}, the Court wrongly upheld restrictions that put abortion out of reach for many people. And decades of restrictive state and federal legislation targeting abortion have imposed a web of unnecessary hurdles and financial costs that those who face systemic barriers to health care are least able to overcome, including people of color, people living on low incomes, people with disabilities, immigrants, young people, and LGBTQIA+ people.

Further, the liberty jurisprudence following \textit{Roe} has failed to protect individuals from being prosecuted for their conduct during pregnancy or for experiencing miscarriages or stillbirths. It also has failed to grapple with the historical record and present reality that government policies such as coercive contraception or sterilization have had the intent and impact of discriminating against people of color and people with disabilities.

It was against this backdrop that, in the 1990s, a group of Black women in the United States created the reproductive justice framework, which
women of color-led organizations later defined to include the right to have a child, to not have a child, and to parent one’s children in a safe and healthy environment. Since then, the reproductive justice movement and other social justice movements have consistently elevated how the Court’s jurisprudence has fallen short of securing all aspects of this right in a society where sexism, racism, ableism, economic exploitation, and anti-immigrant bias flourish.

The Court’s decimation of 50 years of precedent requires a rebuilding of jurisprudence to align with the promise of the Fourteenth Amendment. The Fourteenth Amendment’s guarantee against state deprivation of liberty, including a right to privacy and to control one’s body, must remain a core pillar of reproductive autonomy. But it should not be the only pillar. Multiple legal rights establish that government restrictions on reproductive autonomy constitute sex, race, and economic discrimination, and that such restrictions can deny people their lives, as well as their ability to live a life with dignity.

Protecting reproductive autonomy requires leadership and engagement by multiple stakeholders, including communities most impacted, grassroots activists, researchers, policymakers, legal scholars, cultural influencers, and more. And courts, too, must remain key rights-protecting institutions in our democracy. Thus, an egregiously wrong decision, such as Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization, is no time to turn away from the courts. It is a critical moment to insist that courts fulfill their role in ensuring equal justice for all.

In support of building stronger, future jurisprudence, this Report provides an exploration of constitutional rights and legal principles in U.S. law that undergird the right to reproductive autonomy. In doing so, it draws on instructive international and comparative law and the Center’s experience and expertise as a global legal organization dedicated to protecting reproductive rights as human rights.
Why Reproductive Autonomy Matters

The power to make and act on decisions about reproduction is central to how people shape their lives. Everybody needs and deserves affordable and accessible comprehensive reproductive health care regardless of where they live, their economic status, their race, or their identity and background. This requires that the government respect, protect, and fulfill reproductive autonomy rights. Indeed, the history of reproductive oppression in the United States and modern-day realities for people with the capacity to become pregnant confirm the devastating and lasting harms that come when the government does not.

People of all gender identities can become pregnant and are harmed by restrictions of reproductive autonomy. Yet many restrictions have explicitly targeted women. Recognizing both of these truths, this Report refers to women when describing historical and present-day discrimination that targets women in particular and when discussing case law or other sources that do the same. But throughout, this Report embraces all people with the capacity for pregnancy.

The Historical Context of Reproductive Control

For centuries, laws and policies at all levels of government enforced the second-class status of women and, for categories of women the state deemed “fit,” the stereotype that a woman’s primary role was to be a wife and mother. Laws and policies perpetuated these stereotypes and women’s second-class status in myriad ways, from limiting women’s ability to own property, to vote, to pursue an education, to work, and to participate fully in civic life. For centuries, those seeking to restrict women’s reproductive autonomy have explicitly invoked these stereotypes, which often appear in the text of laws themselves. For example, the anti-abortion movement in the U.S. began in the mid-1800s with a campaign focused on the alleged
harm to women of avoiding their “natural” roles. The physician who led
this campaign claimed that “childbearing was ‘the end for which [married
women] are physiologically constituted and for which they are destined,’”
and that avoiding this pre-ordained role “must necessarily cause [a woman’s]
derangement, disaster, or ruin.” The notion that women could not be trusted
with a decision to end a pregnancy, given the harm that it would supposedly
cause to their “mental, moral, and physical well-being,” was part and parcel
of this campaign. Similar arguments were made in support of the related
anti-contraception and purity campaigns of the time that sought to stigmatize
nonmarital and non-procreative sex as immoral, unhealthy, physically
dangerous, and contrary to women’s primary and natural childbearing role.
These campaigns led to the proliferation of laws prohibiting education
and information about pregnancy prevention; use and distribution of
contraception, even for married couples; and criminalization of abortion.
Reflecting these discriminatory views of women’s “proper” role, to this
day, abortion restrictions discuss women as “mothers” or “maternal patients”
who need the state’s “protection” in making the decision whether to
continue or end a pregnancy.

At the same time, laws and policies at all levels of government authorized
coercive and brutal means to control the childbearing and childrearing of
women the government viewed as “unfit.” Enslaved Black women were
forced to give birth for their oppressor’s profit, under the cover of state laws
that viewed them and their children as property and did not recognize the rape
of enslaved women as a crime. In the 1900s, the United States government
and many state governments targeted Black women through federal and state
sterilization programs, as well as with policies that penalized Black women for
having children by withdrawing public benefits that their families needed.
These policies took various forms, including laws that denied benefits to
unmarried mothers, who were predominantly women of color. For example,
Louisiana purged tens of thousands of African American children from
the welfare rolls in 1960 because their parents were not married. Modern
versions of these harmful types of policies remain in place today, including
“family caps” in more than a dozen states that disproportionately impact
people of color and that disallow additional assistance to children born while a family is receiving certain public benefits. Further, Black parents and children continue to be separated at disproportionately high rates, including by removing Black children from their homes, often based on state allegations that penalize families who are living on low incomes.

Other women of color have also experienced profound government abuse. Racially restrictive immigration policies like the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 and the Page Act of 1875 explicitly excluded Asian American women, including wives of those already living in the U.S., from entering the country and therefore controlled the ability of certain communities to bear and rear children. As concerns about immigration and welfare costs intensified in the mid-20th century, physicians routinely coercively sterilized Mexican American and Puerto Rican women, often after they gave birth in public hospitals. And “[p]hysicians in the Indian Health Service sterilized an estimated 25 to 42 percent of Native American women who were of childbearing age between 1970 and 1976 alone.” This sterilization abuse followed the government’s actions in forcibly removing Native American children from their families and communities to send them to boarding schools in the late 19th and early 20th century.

Beginning in the early 1900s, more than 30 states also passed involuntary sterilization laws targeting people with actual or perceived disabilities and others in marginalized communities on the ground that they “were socially inadequate and should be prevented from procreating.” Ignoring these egregious violations of reproductive autonomy, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld such a law over equal protection and due process challenges in Buck v. Bell, a decision that has never been overturned. Although nearly all states have now repealed their involuntary sterilization statutes, most states still permit forcible sterilization with prior judicial authorization. “[D]isabled women, especially those with intellectual disabilities, are significantly more likely than nondisabled women to be sterilized and at younger ages.”
These abuses have continued into the 21st century. Just a decade ago, California involuntarily sterilized prisoners, a policy that disproportionately harms women of color. And as recently as September 2020, immigrant rights organizations filed a federal complaint documenting medical neglect and abuse in an Immigration and Customs Enforcement facility, including forced sterilization through non-consensual hysterectomies being performed on those detained at the facility, who are disproportionately women of color.

Finally, states have enforced civil or criminal penalties on people who experience miscarriages or stillbirths, or who engage in behaviors that allegedly threaten the health of their pregnancies, contrary to the recommendations of major medical organizations. Invariably, it is women of color and others in marginalized communities who are targeted by the government with such punitive and harmful policies.

Reproductive Autonomy is Critical to Health, Life, and Economic and Family Wellbeing

Bringing a child into the world, raising, and nurturing children, building families and communities are, for many, among the most joyful and meaningful experiences in life. At the same time, these life-changing events bring challenges and risks. That is why, for people who can become pregnant, control over fertility and decisions about their body and health care are critical for determining if, when, and how to start or expand a family, and for preserving their own life and health.

For these reasons, pregnancy and childbirth should be a safe, healthy, and supported experience. Even in the best of circumstances, pregnancy carries the potential for significant health risks. In addition to exacerbating underlying health conditions, pregnancy can cause new health conditions to develop, such as new-onset hypertension and gestational diabetes (diabetes during pregnancy), which frequently leads to maternal and fetal complications, including increasing the risk of developing diabetes later in life. Further, childbirth imposes its own physical risks: extreme pain; hours and often days...
of labor or delivery by cesarean surgery; and, risks of severe complications, including death. And many people can have long-lasting health impacts even after a seemingly healthy pregnancy and safe delivery. For example, vaginal childbirth can cause long-term pelvic floor damage that can result in serious conditions such as uterine prolapse years later in life. Yet, while most of these risks can be safely managed and the rate of maternal mortality is decreasing in most countries, maternal mortality and morbidity are on the rise in the United States. The majority of maternal deaths in the U.S. are preventable, yet the maternal health crisis disproportionately impacts Indigenous and Black women in particular, who are respectively two to three times more likely to die from pregnancy-related causes than white women.

Research demonstrates that Black, Indigenous, and other people of color face the greatest health risks in pregnancy and childbirth due to structural racism, inadequate access to services, and underinvestment in overall care, and they often experience discrimination, ill-treatment, abuse, and coercion in maternal health care settings. Further, many individuals who give birth in the U.S. do not have a meaningful choice in where and how they give birth, or in who assists them with birth, which also can contribute to negative maternal health outcomes.

To address this maternal health crisis, it is essential that individuals have access to affordable, comprehensive, culturally appropriate, high quality, evidence-based health care, wherever they live, throughout their lives. But too many states instead pursue policies that limit individuals’ options and access to health care. Evidence shows that the states that more heavily restrict abortion tend to have fewer supportive policies for women and families and also have worse maternal and child health outcomes. And the move backward to criminalizing abortion will only make maternal mortality worse, particularly for Black women and other people of color. Before Roe legalized abortion nationwide, lack of access to safe abortion care was a significant cause of maternal mortality, especially for Black women.

Likewise, any rollback of legal protection and policies supporting access to
contraception would be devastating for reproductive, maternal, and newborn health. More than 99% of reproductive-aged women who “have ever had sexual intercourse with a male have used at least one contraceptive method.” They do so to plan the timing and spacing of pregnancies and to have healthier pregnancies and newborns when they are ready. They also use contraception to reduce the risk of unplanned pregnancies, the risks of adverse pregnancy outcomes, and to manage other health conditions. In addition, access to reliable and affordable contraception has empowered women to decide and plan their family, education, and career paths and “helped reshape societal expectation of and opportunities for women.”

Alongside substantial physical health risks and consequences, being pregnant and having a child bring life-changing impacts on the economic and social wellbeing of pregnant people and their families. There are myriad ways government can support people who are pregnant or parenting as equal participants in economic, social, and public life, but taking away the right to abortion is not one of them. For people who decide to end a pregnancy, abortion is safe, and nearly one in four women will have an abortion in their lifetime. Legalization of abortion has had measurable and significant positive impact on women’s socioeconomic standing and on gender equality overall. The legal availability of abortion has enabled generations of women to plan and control if or when to start a family, to participate more fully in society, and to attain higher levels of education, employment, and economic security. These impacts are particularly strong for young women – research has shown that for young women who experienced an unintended pregnancy, access to abortion increased the probability they finished college by nearly 20% and the probability they entered a professional occupation by 40%; these effects were even greater among young Black women.

Despite these important gains for women since Roe, and despite the known socioeconomic risks of being denied access to abortion, widespread disparities in abortion access persist. And those disparities are getting worse. Nationwide, the more than 10.5 million women of reproductive age who qualify for federally funded health programs, for example federal employees
and those in the Medicaid program, are denied coverage for abortion. The majority are people who are living in poverty or on low incomes and are women of color.\textsuperscript{50} At the state level, anti-abortion lawmakers, predominately in the South and Midwest, have passed hundreds of laws designed to restrict and ban access – 2021 saw the passage of a historic number of such laws, the most since \textit{Roe} was decided in 1973.\textsuperscript{61} Abortion restrictions disproportionately harm people who already face discrimination and disparate health outcomes – especially Black,\textsuperscript{62} Indigenous,\textsuperscript{63} and other people of color,\textsuperscript{64} LGBTQIA+ people,\textsuperscript{65} people with disabilities,\textsuperscript{66} young people,\textsuperscript{67} immigrants,\textsuperscript{68} people in abusive situations,\textsuperscript{69} and people living on low incomes.\textsuperscript{70}

Today, as in the past, these efforts to police and punish bodies and reproduction significantly harm people’s health and wellbeing and deny individuals the reproductive autonomy essential to control their own bodies, lives, and futures.
The right to reproductive autonomy is grounded in international human rights, which are recognized and accepted norms and standards setting forth basic rights, freedoms, and state obligations. International human rights promote and protect the dignity and equality of all people and are inherent to every person. They provide for the freedom to choose how to live and express oneself, as well as the right to the means necessary to meet basic needs. Human rights are enshrined in international and regional declarations and treaties, including several human rights treaties that the United States has ratified. Thus, human rights are recognized in law and create binding obligations on governments.

The United States has ratified three core human rights treaties with important protections for reproductive autonomy: the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT), and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD). It has signed but not yet ratified a number of other human rights treaties that likewise contain critical protections for reproductive autonomy, including the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), and the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD).

The U.S. has attached conditions to the human rights treaties it has ratified so as to preclude the treaties’ direct enforcement in litigation in U.S. courts or in actions against the United States before United Nations (UN) human rights treaty bodies (committees of independent experts that monitor implementation of the human rights treaties). Nevertheless, human rights law provides constructive grounding for a more robust constitutional right to reproductive autonomy in the United States. International law and the reasoning of international and regional human rights bodies and UN independent human rights experts offer useful guidance and persuasive authority for U.S. courts assessing constitutional questions. For example, in Lawrence v. Texas, the U.S. Supreme Court looked to the European Court of Human Rights among other sources in holding that a Texas law criminalizing consensual sexual conduct between same-sex partners violates the liberty interests protected by the Fourteenth Amendment.

In her concurrence in Grutter v. Bollinger, concerning the University of Michigan Law School’s use of affirmative action, Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg cited to international human rights treaties and noted that affirmative action measures are consistent with governments’ human rights obligations to guarantee the equal enjoyment of rights. Justice Ginsburg spoke often and publicly of her appreciation for and
approach to comparative law and human rights.\textsuperscript{80} Justice Stephen Breyer, too, has noted how the experience of respected international bodies and courts can “cast an empirical light on the consequences of different solutions to a common legal problem.”\textsuperscript{81}

State courts, too, can look to international law for such guidance and persuasive authority.\textsuperscript{82} For example, in \textit{In re Marriage Cases}, the California Supreme Court looked to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and international and regional human rights treaties to support its holding that a ban on same-sex marriage violated the California state constitution.\textsuperscript{83}

Treaties that the U.S. has ratified, including the ICCPR, CAT, and CERD, are perhaps more persuasive to U.S. courts than treaties that have been signed, but not yet ratified. Nevertheless, the United States has an obligation under international law not to defeat the object and purpose of treaties it has signed even if not yet ratified.\textsuperscript{84}

and this Report draws its analysis from the full scope of human rights protections for reproductive autonomy.

International human rights law protects people’s access to reproductive health care and the exercise of reproductive decision-making. For example, UN human rights treaty bodies have found that restrictive abortion laws violate a range of human rights, including rights to life, privacy, health, equality and non-discrimination, and freedom from cruel, inhumane, and degrading treatment.\textsuperscript{85} Under human rights law, abortion, like other reproductive health services, must be available, accessible (including affordable), acceptable, and of good quality.\textsuperscript{86} UN human rights experts have expressed concern about the impact of severe legal restrictions, barriers, and stigma on abortion access\textsuperscript{87} and called for states to remove such legal and policy barriers.\textsuperscript{88}

Likewise, human rights law protects the right to contraception and to safe and respectful maternal health care, free from discrimination, coercion, and violence. UN human rights treaty bodies have recognized the prevention of maternal mortality and morbidity and the right to safe pregnancy and childbirth as part of a pregnant person’s rights to life, health, equality and nondiscrimination, and freedom from cruel, inhumane, and degrading treatment.\textsuperscript{89} Like abortion care, to align with international human rights standards, contraception and maternal health care must be available, physically, economically, and culturally accessible, medically and ethically acceptable, and of good quality.\textsuperscript{90} Human rights treaty bodies also emphasize that governments must ensure that use of contraceptives is voluntary, fully informed, and without coercion or discrimination.\textsuperscript{91} Forced sterilization violates the right to be free from torture or ill-treatment.\textsuperscript{92}

Independent human rights experts appointed by the UN Human Rights Council have applied these protections to assess reproductive rights violations in the United States. For example, in September
2021, following the enactment and implementation of Texas Senate Bill 8, which bans abortion after six weeks of pregnancy and shifts enforcement to individuals rather than the state, a group of independent UN human rights experts condemned the law as a violation of international human rights and called on the United States to halt its implementation, prevent retrogression in access to abortion, and enact positive measures to ensure access to abortion. The statement noted the law’s particularly devastating impact on marginalized communities.

UN independent human rights experts and human rights treaty bodies have similarly noted concern at the persistence of racial disparities in sexual and reproductive health outcomes, noting alarm over high maternal mortality rates among Black women in the United States. Drawing on the United States’ human rights treaty obligations, they have recommended that the United States take action to address disparities in maternal health, for example by ensuring access to affordable health care and sufficient resources for maternal mortality review boards.

The U.S. Supreme Court has not, to date, incorporated international human rights law into its decision-making on reproductive rights, even while other national courts look to it in their constitutional jurisprudence protecting reproductive autonomy. For example, the Supreme Court of Mexico drew upon international human rights law in its 2021 groundbreaking decision that recognizes a constitutional right to safe, legal, and free abortion services in early pregnancy and in other situations. The decision imposes obligations on all states in Mexico to fulfill this right to abortion, including by providing free abortion services in early pregnancy.

Similarly, in deciding the 2009 Lakshmi Dhikta case, the Supreme Court of Nepal drew upon human rights to guarantee economic access to safe and legal abortion services for women living in poverty in Nepal, ordering the government to establish a national fund to pay for abortion costs for women living in poverty. And, in 2022, the High Court of Kenya in Malindi relied on international human rights treaties and the guidance of the human rights treaty bodies in affirming that abortion care is a fundamental right under the Constitution of Kenya and that arbitrary arrests and prosecution of patients and health care providers for seeking or offering abortion care is illegal.

As these national courts have done, and federal and state courts in the U.S. can do, this Report draws on international human rights law and principles to advance a robust right to reproductive autonomy in the United States.
### Core Human Rights Principles

*Several core human rights principles and obligations animate our analysis of the right to reproductive autonomy in the United States.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Universality</strong></td>
<td>Human rights are universal. They recognize the dignity and humanity of all people and do not depend on citizenship or other status.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Equality and Non-discrimination</strong></td>
<td>Human rights require that no one suffer discrimination on the basis of race, color, ethnicity, gender, gender identity, age, language, sexual orientation, religion, political or other opinion, national, social or geographical origin, disability, property, birth, or other status as established by human rights standards. This non-discrimination principle applies to intentional discrimination as well as policies and practices that have a discriminatory result, or disparate impact. And it requires that governments take affirmative measures to diminish or eliminate conditions that cause or perpetuate discrimination. States must address structural and systemic discrimination resulting in a disparate impact on marginalized individuals and communities. States also must address multiple and intersecting forms of discrimination, which create combined or overlapping systems and experiences of discrimination or disadvantage. Human rights also recognize the need for a substantive equality approach, which addresses and remedies the root causes of discrimination and seeks to ensure equality of outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interdependence and indivisibility</strong></td>
<td>Human rights are interconnected and indivisible. Each right contributes to the realization of the other, and the fulfilment of one right often depends, wholly or in part, upon the fulfilment of others. In addition, all human rights have equal status and cannot be positioned in a hierarchical order. One right cannot be compromised at the expense of other rights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Government obligations, including the obligation to fulfill rights</strong></td>
<td>Human rights law places a specific set of obligations on governments, namely the obligation to respect, protect, and fulfill rights. States’ obligation to respect human rights means that states must refrain from directly or indirectly interfering with individuals’ exercise of rights. States’ obligation to protect human rights means that they must take measures to prevent third parties from directly or indirectly interfering with the enjoyment of rights. The obligation to fulfill human rights requires governments to adopt appropriate legislative, administrative, budgetary, judicial, and other measures to ensure the full realization of rights. The obligation to fulfill also requires states to take measures to eliminate practical barriers to the full realization of rights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rule of law and accountability</strong></td>
<td>Human rights require good governance, transparency, access to justice, and conditions in which people can meaningfully demand and seek their rights. This requires mechanisms, processes, and opportunities to ensure that governments implement laws and policies, and that individuals are able to claim their rights and report violations when they occur. Accountability requires states to provide victims of rights violations redress and appropriate remedies, as well as take steps to prevent repetition of future harms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Participation of and centering those most impacted</strong></td>
<td>Human rights require a participatory approach to the development of laws, policies, and programs. Those who are impacted must have a meaningful opportunity to engage in decision making that affects them. Participation of key stakeholders ensures that the needs and priorities of those who are most affected by policies inform their development and the delivery of services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-retrogression</strong></td>
<td>Human rights law prohibits retrogression, or backwards steps in law or policy that impede or restrict the enjoyment of a right.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Constitutional Right to Reproductive Autonomy: Realizing the Promise of the 14th Amendment

Given the impact that pregnancy and having children has on an individual’s health, work, family, and ability to chart one’s own life course, the right to reproductive autonomy must be protected by the life, liberty, and equal protection clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, as well as by similar protections in state constitutions and federal and state statutes. In evaluating restrictions on reproductive autonomy, courts must be clear that people do not lose their legal rights when they become pregnant or because they have the capacity to become pregnant – they have an equal claim to all recognized rights.

Just like other decisions related to one’s body and family that are protected by rights to liberty and privacy, individuals must be able to make decisions related to pregnancy and childbearing without government coercion. Although the government should provide people with accurate, evidence-based information, it must not pressure individuals’ decisions related to pregnancy or penalize or control their conduct based solely on an asserted interest in protecting potential life.

Also, reproductive autonomy is necessary to protect against persistent government efforts to use control of reproduction as means of subordinating women and marginalized communities. Under the right to equal protection, the law must address the reproductive coercion that is both driven by and results in intersecting forms of discrimination. The right to reproductive

“….nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.”

- U.S. Constitution, Amendment XIV (1868)
autonomy must account for real-world access and ensure that the government must adopt laws and policies that enable, rather than impede, such access.

Further, given that decisions about pregnancy, childbirth, and parenting are critical to living a life with dignity; and given that every pregnancy bring risks of death and serious harm, the right to life must also protect reproductive autonomy.

The U.S. Supreme Court was correct decades ago when it concluded that the Fourteenth Amendment’s Liberty Clause protects individual decisions about whether and when to have a child. Indeed, for more than 100 years, the Supreme Court has interpreted the Constitution’s textual protection for liberty to include the right to make personal decisions related to family, marriage, and childrearing, as well as as the right to control one’s body. Many state courts, interpreting their similar state constitutions, have done the same. These well-established rights of personal decision-making and bodily integrity support a broad right to reproductive autonomy, including the right to have or not have children, to make one’s own health care decisions related to pregnancy, and the rights to access contraception and abortion. The Dobbs Court’s rejection of this understanding of liberty is wrong and contravenes decades of prior precedent.

As the U.S. Supreme Court correctly explained in Casey, the federal Constitution’s protection against state deprivation of liberty includes “the right to make family decisions and the right to physical autonomy.” The Court’s conclusion that the Fourteenth Amendment’s Liberty Clause protects bodily autonomy dates back to 1891. As the Court held in Union Pacific v. Botsford, “[n]o right is held more sacred, or is more carefully guarded by the common law, than the right of every individual to the possession and control of his own person.”
accept medical treatment. In recent years, multiple federal decisions have reinforced the principle that “physical autonomy” and “bodily integrity” are integral components of liberty.

Cases establishing that liberty protects the right to make decisions related to marriage, family, and childrearing also extend back more than a century. From when the Court first held that parents could direct the upbringing of their children by sending them to private schools, to its decisions legalizing interracial marriage and contraception, it has been clear that the individual, not the government, must be in control of decisions about family life and children. In a less well-known decision, the Court also relied on the Liberty Clause to invalidate public school policies that forced pregnant teachers into unpaid leave months before their delivery dates on the ground that such policies “unduly penalize[d] [them] for deciding to bear a child.” Again, the Court has extended this jurisprudence in recent years. It has relied on the “constitutional protection [for] personal decisions relating to marriage, procreation, contraception, family relationships, child rearing, and education” to recognize a right to sexual intimacy between consenting adults and to marry someone of the same sex.

This century-long line of case law interpreting the Liberty Clause to protect both bodily autonomy and personal decisions related to family, marriage, and childbearing is rooted in the purpose of the Fourteenth Amendment. Following the Civil War, the Framers of the Fourteenth Amendment designed it to secure “for every citizen of the United States, everywhere . . . full and complete protection in the enjoyment of life, liberty, property, [and] the pursuit of happiness.” In particular, the historical record demonstrates that the Fourteenth Amendment was a response to all the horrific abuses of slavery, which denied Black people the right to control their bodies, as well as the ability to form families, legally marry, and make their own decisions about having and raising children. The liberty and equality clauses in the Amendment were drafted and understood to protect these basic rights of what it means to be free and not enslaved: the right to control one’s body and the “rights of heart and home.”
For all these reasons, the Supreme Court’s liberty jurisprudence must provide sturdy support for the right to reproductive autonomy. The right to bodily integrity is, of course, a cornerstone for all decisions related to pregnancy. That includes the right to decide to have a child and protection from coercive state sterilization, the right to make one’s own health care decisions during pregnancy, and the right to a safe and healthy pregnancy and childbirth. Contraception and abortion are no different, and the Court was right to hold that liberty includes the individual’s right to use contraception in order to prevent or delay pregnancy, and the right to end a pregnancy. As Justice John Paul Stevens wrote so powerfully thirty years ago, “[o]ur whole constitutional heritage rebels at the thought of giving government the power to control men’s minds. The same holds true for the power to control women’s bodies.” Accordingly, the government may pursue its interest in fetal life by providing evidence-based information and by enacting policies that support families, newborns, and individuals who are carrying a pregnancy to term, but it cannot further fetal life by forcing people to become or remain pregnant or by “inject[ing] into a woman’s most personal deliberations [the State’s] own views of what is best.”

Further, the Court’s seminal decisions protecting contraception and abortion fall squarely in the middle of its more than 100 years of liberty jurisprudence. As the Court correctly ruled, these rights logically follow from the recognition of a liberty right in bodily integrity and in making decisions related to “intimate relationships, the family,” and the right to make the decision to have a child. Excising the right to abortion as a component of personal liberty undermines decades of jurisprudence about the meaning of liberty, including the protection of rights to sexual intimacy between consenting adults and to marry the person of one’s choice.

State courts throughout the country also have consistently held that rights to bodily autonomy and personal decision-making in matters related to childbearing and intimate relationships are protected under the liberty clauses of their independent state constitutions. For example, the Kansas Supreme Court interpreted its inalienable natural rights and liberty guarantees to include
“the ability to control one’s own body, to assert bodily integrity, and to exercise self-determination . . . about issues that affect one’s physical health, family formation, and family life,” and explicitly the right to abortion. Similarly, the Georgia Supreme Court has held that its constitution’s text providing that no person shall be deprived of liberty “except by due process of law” protects a right to sexual intimacy between consenting adults, and the right to refuse medical treatment.

Likewise, courts around the country have recognized that people do not lose their liberty rights when they become pregnant. For example, Washington D.C.’s highest court, relying on principles of bodily integrity and the related right to refuse or accept medical treatment, vacated an order requiring a pregnant, dying woman to undergo a cesarean section because her fetus was potentially viable. In so doing, it held that a competent pregnant woman’s decision to refuse medical treatment should control “in virtually all cases.” Similarly, an Illinois appellate court concluded that a woman’s health care decisions must be respected, even in circumstances where that decision may be harmful to her fetus. As the court explained, “a woman’s right to refuse invasive medical treatment, derived from her rights to privacy, bodily integrity, and religious liberty, is not diminished during pregnancy. The woman retains the same right . . . that she can exercise when she is not pregnant . . . [we] reject[] the view that the woman’s rights can be subordinated to fetal rights.”

International human rights treaty bodies have likewise made clear that governments must protect, respect, and fulfill the right to make personal decisions, including regarding reproductive capacity. As noted by the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, “the right of women to sexual and reproductive health is indispensable to their autonomy and their right to make meaningful decisions about their lives and health.” Governments must guarantee that these decisions are free of coercion, discrimination, violence, intimidation, and deception. People are deprived of dignity and autonomy when they are restricted from decision-making over their reproductive capacity. For example, the treaty bodies have found that third-party authorization requirements, mandatory delay periods, biased
counseling, and inadequately regulated refusals of care based on conscience impose arbitrary and unlawful barriers to the right to access sexual and reproductive health services.\textsuperscript{132}

In short, decisions related to pregnancy deserve constitutional protection under the Liberty Clause because they have deep roots in the fundamental rights to bodily integrity and personal autonomy in matters of family, medical care, and conscience.\textsuperscript{133}

The Right to Equal Protection and Freedom from Discrimination

As discussed, government control of reproductive capacity has long been a tool for subordination, denying women and people in marginalized communities equal status in society. The Supreme Court has acknowledged aspects of this history. For example, in \textit{Nevada Dep’t of Human Resources v. Hibbs}, the Supreme Court recognized that the assumption that “a woman is, and should remain, ‘the center of home and family life,’” had long shaped the law and its own decisions.\textsuperscript{134} Thus, despite some erroneous earlier decisions of the Court, a body of judicial opinions and scholarship confirms a correct understanding of the right to equal protection, which requires heightened scrutiny when the government discriminates against individuals who are pregnant or who have the capacity to become pregnant.

\textbf{SEX STEEROTYPING AND GENDER DISCRIMINATION}

As evidenced by the historical context of reproductive coercion, government control of decisions related to pregnancy has been a tool to maintain the legal, social, and economic inferiority of women. Such control is a type of sex discrimination.

Under current federal constitutional standards, the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment and the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment protect against government discrimination on the
basis of sex. Specifically, laws that discriminate on the basis of sex are subject to heightened scrutiny and must have an “exceedingly persuasive justification.”\textsuperscript{135} For such laws to be valid, the burden is on the government to show that its sex-based law or policy serves important governmental objectives and “that the discriminatory means employed are substantially related to the achievement of those objectives.”\textsuperscript{136} Further, “the classification must substantially serve an important governmental interest today,” because the Court has “recognized that new insights and societal understandings can reveal unjustified inequality . . . that once passed unnoticed and unchallenged.”\textsuperscript{137} This means that, in seeking to justify sex discrimination, the government cannot “rely on overbroad [and outdated] generalizations about the different talents, capacities, or preferences of males and females.”\textsuperscript{138}

Federal equal protection jurisprudence recognizes that laws that discriminate based on sex are unconstitutional if they are based on stereotypes about men, women, and traditional gender roles,\textsuperscript{139} or if they would perpetuate second-class status for women. As to the first ground, the Supreme Court recently emphasized “that if a statutory objective is to exclude or protect members of one gender in reliance on fixed notions concerning that gender’s roles and abilities, the objective itself is illegitimate.”\textsuperscript{140} Laws that rely on discredited gender stereotypes should be presumptively unconstitutional because they would not further any valid state interests.\textsuperscript{141}

As to the second ground, the Court’s decisions emphasize that the Equal Protection Clause prohibits laws that would reinforce or contribute to the second-class status of women.\textsuperscript{142} As Justice Ginsburg wrote in her majority opinion in \textit{United States v. Virginia (‘VMI’)}, government classifications on the basis of sex cannot “create or perpetuate the legal, social, and economic inferiority of women.”\textsuperscript{143}

Further, and contrary to the dicta in \textit{Dobbs}, decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court recognize that laws that discriminate on their face on the basis of pregnancy can be discrimination on the basis of sex under the Equal Protection Clause.\textsuperscript{144} For example, in \textit{Hibbs}, the Supreme Court concluded that Congress
had properly exercised its power to remedy sex discrimination under Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment to enact the Family Medical Leave Act. In so holding, the Court approved Congress’s conclusion that “the pervasive presumption that women are mothers first, and workers second . . . has in turn justified discrimination [in the workplace] against women when they are mothers or mothers-to-be.” It thus recognized that employers’ policies based on pregnancy or childbearing could be unconstitutional sex discrimination, especially when they are “not attributable to any differential physical needs of men and women, but rather to the pervasive sex-role stereotype that caring for family members is women’s work.” Similarly, in distinguishing between constitutional and unconstitutional sex classifications in VMI, the Court acknowledged that a state law that required employers to provide leave and reinstatement to pregnant workers classified on the basis of sex; it noted, however, that such laws are permissible because they are not based on outdated stereotypes and “promot[e],” rather than undermine, “equal employment opportunity,” thus furthering an important government interest today. These federal decisions make clear that laws and policies based on a person’s capacity for pregnancy and childbearing are a core feature of the “long and extensive history of sex discrimination” that is the very reason that sex classifications are suspect.

Over the past five decades, multiple U.S. Supreme Court Justices have recognized that an individual’s ability to access contraception and abortion “implicate[s] [these] constitutional guarantees of gender equality.” As Justice Harry Blackmun noted in his separate opinion in Casey thirty years ago:

“By restricting the right to terminate pregnancies, the State conscripts women’s bodies into its service, forcing women to continue their pregnancies, suffer the pains of childbirth, and, in most instances, provide years of maternal care. . . . This assumption – that women can simply be forced to accept the ‘natural’ status and incidents of motherhood – appears to rest upon a conception of women’s role that has triggered the protection of the Equal Protection Clause.”
Justice Ginsburg continued to develop the equality principles undergirding reproductive autonomy, writing, for example, that access to contraception not only protects women’s health but also “improves women’s social and economic status” by “allow[ing] [them] to invest in higher education and a career with far less risk of an unplanned pregnancy.” Similarly, her opinions emphasize that “legal challenges to undue restrictions on abortion procedures do not seek to vindicate some generalized notion of privacy; rather, they center on a woman’s autonomy to determine her life’s course, and thus to enjoy equal [status].” And as Justice Thurgood Marshall repeatedly made clear in numerous dissenting opinions, restrictions on reproductive health care deeply impact a woman’s economic security and educational and career opportunities.

Notably, state court decisions have reached the same conclusion. For example, cases from Connecticut and New Mexico provide powerful legal recognition of the coercive impact of abortion coverage restrictions on women living on low incomes and identify the state’s coercive actions as sex discrimination. In *Doe v. Maher*, a Connecticut court held that the coverage restriction “discriminates on the basis of sex in several ways,” including because “[s]ince time immemorial, women’s biology and ability to bear children have been used as a basis for discrimination against them.” It concludes that Connecticut’s Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) prohibits the state from “disadvantag[ing] women because of their sex including their reproductive capabilities.” Relying on *Doe*, the New Mexico Supreme Court similarly held that “classifications based on the unique ability of women to become pregnant and bear children” should be subject to searching judicial scrutiny under the state’s ERA, suggested that government should not have the power “to turn the capacity to bear children . . . into a source of social disadvantage,” and found that neither of the state’s asserted interests in saving money or protecting potential life were enough to justify the restriction.
Equality as a basis for reproductive autonomy is also grounded in human rights. The rights to equality and non-discrimination are tenets of international human rights law, and the human rights treaty bodies have made clear that gender equality includes the right to substantive equality.161 This requires addressing the historical roots of gender discrimination, gender stereotypes, and traditional understandings of gender roles that perpetuate discrimination and inequality.162 Governments have an obligation to address and dismantle stereotypes under the treaties the United States has ratified,163 and human rights treaty bodies have recognized the negative impact that harmful stereotypes have on access to sexual and reproductive health services.164 Drawing on the substantive equality approach to ensure gender equality, the human rights treaty bodies have called on governments to fulfill the need for modern contraceptives and lower the rates of maternal mortality.165 They have recognized that restrictive laws and policies on abortion are often rooted in gender discrimination and gender stereotypes of women’s role as caregivers and their ability to make decisions about sexuality and reproduction.166 In articulating the contours of governments’ obligations to realize the right to sexual and reproductive health, UN treaty bodies have called on governments to eliminate discriminatory stereotypes, assumptions, and norms that underlie restrictive laws and undermine the realization of sexual and reproductive health;167 framed the right to abortion, in particular, as an aspect of women’s autonomy;168 and emphasized that a state’s failure or refusal to provide reproductive health services constitutes gender discrimination.169

PROHIBITING REPRODUCTIVE RESTRICTIONS THAT CONSTITUTE SEX DISCRIMINATION

Many restrictions of reproductive autonomy fail these constitutional and human rights standards.170 First, laws or policies related to any aspect of reproduction, including contraception, abortion, and giving birth, that allow the state or others to override reproductive decisions to “protect” women, rather than accepting women’s equal ability to make such decisions, are ripe for equal protection challenges. Such laws rest on invalid sex stereotypes, including that women are incompetent decision-makers, that a decision not to
have a child or another child will always harm women given their “natural” maternal role, or that only certain types of women will be “successful” mothers. As Justice Ginsburg put it, “depriv[ing] women of the right to make an autonomous choice. . . reflects ancient notions about women[] . . . that have long since been discredited.”

Second, abortion bans and other coercive government actions justified solely on the government’s interest in potential life, including penalizing people for their conduct during pregnancy, are at bottom based on the assertion that once a person becomes pregnant, the government is entitled to take control of their body. But judicial validation of such an assertion would mean that women and others with the capacity to become pregnant would never be fully equal under the law. Although not applying a sex discrimination analysis, a federal court recently recognized this principle. It held that a state law overriding an individual’s advanced health directive not to administer life-saving treatment to a pregnant person is unconstitutional under the Fourteenth Amendment because it violates a competent individual’s right to refuse unwanted medical treatment. As the federal court reasoned, “[w]omen do not lose the[ir] [constitutional] rights because they are pregnant…”

Government efforts to coerce women into pregnancy and childbirth to further an asserted interest in potential life are particularly indefensible given failures by the federal government and many states to enact policies that support families and protect the lives and health of those who give birth and their newborns. Lack of financial resources is one of the most common reasons that women provide for ending a pregnancy, yet the United States remains one of the few wealthy nations to have no national paid family leave policy, and many states similarly lack such a policy. Further, a number of states, including states with many abortion restrictions, maintain “family caps” that limit benefits for additional children born into families that receive public assistance, despite evidence that these policies harm children’s health and deepen poverty. And many of the very same states that regularly enact abortion restrictions refuse to enact policies that would support safe and healthy pregnancies, deliveries, and newborn and child health, including
by refusing to extend postpartum coverage under Medicaid. Accordingly, although the government can and should enact laws to support pregnant people and families, it cannot do so in a way that ignores or overrides their equal claims to control their bodies, health, and life course.

Third, numerous restrictions on reproductive autonomy constitute sex discrimination because they perpetuate the legal, social, and economic inferiority of women, and others with the ability to become pregnant, as a class. The relationship between reproductive autonomy and sex equality has long been a theme within federal and state jurisprudence. For example, decades ago, federal courts struck down as invalid under the Equal Protection Clause a local Mississippi school district policy that excluded unmarried parents from working in the school and was enforced only against Black women. The federal courts recognized that such a policy denied equal economic opportunities to women based on their reproductive decisions, while imposing no such penalty on men. Similarly, in interpreting its state’s constitution, the Colorado Supreme Court struck down as sex discrimination an employer’s refusal to cover in its insurance policy the usual costs of pregnancy, noting that such a policy not only failed to cover the health care needs of women on an equal basis with men, but also that it harmed women economically and was tantamount to providing “female employees a lower wage on the basis of sex.” Additionally, in Casey, the U.S. Supreme Court found that allowing a spouse to override a woman’s decisions related to pregnancy reflects a view of women that is now “repugnant to our present understanding of marriage and of the nature of the rights secured by the Constitution,” including notions that a woman had “no legal existence separate from her husband” and that her role “as the center of home and family life” precluded her “full and independent legal status.”

As the U.S. Supreme Court correctly stated thirty years ago: “The ability of women to participate equally in the economic and social life of the Nation has been facilitated by their ability to control their reproductive lives.” The ability to control if, when, and how many children to have is critical to sex equality. Accordingly, laws that perpetuate the unequal status of
women and others with the ability to become pregnant by restricting their reproductive autonomy are invalid sex discrimination.

**RACE DISCRIMINATION**

The constitutional guarantee of equal protection also requires redressing reproductive oppression targeting Black women and other people of color, and the ongoing impact of systemic racism on reproductive health and rights.

Reproductive justice advocates and scholars have chronicled how state interventions in virtually every aspect of reproduction and family life—sexual activity, contraception, fertility, pregnancy, abortion, childbirth, adoption, and parenting—subordinate Black women, Indigenous communities, and other people of color. As legal scholar Dorothy Roberts writes, “regulating Black women’s reproductive decisions has been a central aspect of racial oppression in America.” Her research documents that racism is at the root of numerous policies to control Black women’s bodies and ability to have and raise children, including “distribut[ing] [contraception] in Black communities as a means of addressing their poverty, law enforcement practices that penalize Black women for bearing a child, and welfare reform measures that cut off assistance for children born to welfare mothers.”

As Loretta J. Ross and Rickie Solinger describe, control of “reproductive capacity has constituted both a key engine for white power and wealth historically and a touchstone for those who want to distinguish the ‘value’ of women’s reproductive bodies by race.”

Yet, there is not a well-developed body of case law that directly addresses reproductive oppression as a product and driver of racial inequality. Although many of the pre-\textit{Roe} cases made equality claims, they did not squarely center race discrimination. And a majority of the Supreme Court sidelined race shortly after \textit{Roe}, in its decision to uphold a ban on public insurance coverage...
for abortion,\textsuperscript{192} despite clear evidence of the Hyde Amendment’s racially discriminatory impact.\textsuperscript{193} Among the milieu of political, strategic, and legal forces at play was the Court’s increasingly constricted equal protection jurisprudence.\textsuperscript{194} Just a few years after deciding \textit{Roe}, the Court held in \textit{Washington v. Davis} that litigants must prove \textit{intentional} “discriminatory racial purpose” to trigger protection under the Equal Protection Clause.\textsuperscript{195} Under this standard, a constitutional race discrimination claim could not prevail based upon proof of racially discriminatory effects alone.

In the decades since, few reproductive rights cases explicitly asked courts to decide claims of race discrimination. And when they did, courts have refused to do so. For example, over 20 years ago, in \textit{Ferguson v. City of Charleston}, a group of patients challenged a search and arrest policy designed by law enforcement officials in conjunction with medical personnel from the local public hospital. The policy mandated the testing for cocaine use without consent of pregnant women meeting certain non-medical criteria. The patients brought constitutional, statutory, and common law claims, including claims that the policy discriminated against them on the basis of race under the Fourteenth Amendment and under Title VI.\textsuperscript{196} In support of the race discrimination claims, the patients presented evidence of racial profiling and racial animus shown by the nurse who implemented the policy, as well as statistical proof of disparate impact.\textsuperscript{197} After losing the race discrimination claims in both lower courts, and concerned with the Court’s hostility to such claims, the patients focused their Supreme Court appeal on their strong Fourth Amendment claim. Their briefs included evidence that the policy’s subjective testing criteria coupled with the nurse’s racial animus resulted in the targeting of Black women for search and for arrest.\textsuperscript{198} Yet none of the Justices’ opinions acknowledged this evidence of racism underlying the policy and its discriminatory application to and impact on Black women.\textsuperscript{199}

More recently, a local chapter of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) and the National Asian Pacific American Women’s Forum (NAPAWF) brought equal protection claims against a law criminalizing the provision of so-called race- and sex- selective
abortions. Plaintiffs argued that the law was based on racial stereotypes and had the effect of stigmatizing Black and Asian American and Pacific Islander (AAPI) women. Yet the trial court did not reach, let alone decide, the merits of these claims, instead dismissing for lack of standing, a decision affirmed on appeal.

Given the high barriers to prevailing on race discrimination claims, impacted communities and legal advocates often have emphasized the harms of racially disparate impacts in support of other legal claims. Led by the work of reproductive justice advocates, litigants and amici have presented courts with abundant evidence of how reproductive restrictions especially harm Black, Indigenous, Latina, AAPI, and other communities of color. This includes expert testimony to trial courts as well as briefing based on peer-reviewed scientific studies, state and national health data, investigative reporting, historical records, legislative histories, and personal stories of lived experiences.

Because this body of evidence demonstrates the ways that abortion bans, disparities in maternal and newborn health, and government policies that coerce or penalize pregnant, birthing, and parenting people all disproportionately harm Black and Brown communities, courts can and should address those effects on their own terms. And a correct interpretation of the Equal Protection Clause justifies doing so.

**PROTECTION AGAINST DISCRIMINATORY EFFECTS**

As an initial matter, despite the Court’s decision in *Washington v. Davis* to impose a judicially defined intent requirement, nothing in the Equal Protection Clause requires it. As constitutional scholar Aziz Huq explains, an intent requirement is not grounded in the text of the Constitution and the “central role of intent in the doctrinal framing of individual rights against unconstitutional discrimination is a surprisingly recent doctrinal innovation.” Thus, he argues, “it is quite possible to imagine a jurisprudence of constitutional equality for natural persons that does not hinge upon the
subjective psychological state of the defendant state actor."205 And other constitutional scholars have written extensively on the real-world need, and doctrinal grounding, for an equal protection doctrine that accounts for the racially discriminatory effects of indifference, devaluation, and both intentional and unintentional bias against disfavored groups.206

Constitutional remedies for racially discriminatory effects under a Fourteenth Amendment analysis would align with the approach taken under human rights law. The Committee overseeing implementation of the International Convention on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD), a treaty ratified by the United States, has interpreted the prohibition on race discrimination to include policies that have a disparate impact, but not necessarily discriminatory intent.207 The UN Human Rights Committee, which oversees implementation of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, a treaty also ratified by the United States, draws on this understanding as well.208 The CERD Committee has expressed particular concern over the narrow, intent-based definition of race discrimination under U.S. law.209

**PROTECTION AGAINST DISCRIMINATORY INTENT**

While the above jurisprudential course-correction for U.S. constitutional doctrine is vitally needed, there is room within current precedent for courts to consider equal protection challenges to laws that discriminate against Black women and other people of color seeking to control their procreative lives and bodily autonomy.

There is rarely ‘smoking gun’ evidence that lawmakers passed a facially neutral law with racial animus. Thus, the Supreme Court has recognized that “an invidious discriminatory purpose may often be inferred from the totality of the relevant facts, including the fact, if it is true, that the law bears more heavily on one race than another.”210 But in a constriction of this standard, the Court also has insisted that “invidious intent” requires showing more than knowledge of a law or decision’s discriminatory impact. This requires proof that the state acted “at least in part ‘because of,’ not
merely ‘in spite of’ its adverse effects upon an identifiable group.’”\textsuperscript{211} While this malice-like standard is exceedingly difficult to satisfy, if a court does find that “a discriminatory purpose has been a motivating factor . . . judicial deference is no longer justified.”\textsuperscript{212}

Applying this standard to equal protection claims in reproductive rights cases would draw on an established body of law. In \textit{Village of Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Housing Development Corp} – a case about a discriminatory decision to deny zoning for multi-family housing – the Court set out a test that requires courts to engage in a “sensitive inquiry” of all available direct and circumstantial evidence of discriminatory intent.\textsuperscript{213} The non-exhaustive set of criteria to guide courts making this equal protection inquiry includes 1) the historical background of the challenged law or decision; 2) the “specific sequence of events leading up” to it; 3) departures from substantive norms or “normal procedural sequence”; 4) the administrative or legislative history, “especially where there are contemporary statements by members of the decisionmaking body”; 5) and whether there is a disproportionate impact on one race more than another.\textsuperscript{214}

Courts have relied on \textit{Arlington Heights} to decide race discrimination claims in a variety of contexts. For example, there is an extensive body of case law examining facially neutral election regulations that disproportionately disenfranchise people of color. As the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit explained in striking down a voter identification law that suppressed minority voting, “[t]o require direct evidence of intent would essentially give legislatures free rein to racially discriminate . . . so long as they proffer a seemingly neutral reason for their actions. This approach would ignore the reality that neutral reasons can and do mask racial intent, a fact we have recognized in other contexts that allow for circumstantial evidence.”\textsuperscript{215}

Among the circumstantial evidence relied upon by the Fifth Circuit, was “contemporary examples . . . as late as 1975” of efforts to suppress minority voting.\textsuperscript{216} The court also considered evidence that proponents of the voting law were “aware of the likely disproportionate effect of the law on minorities”
yet rejected ameliorative changes and gave shifting rationales in defense of the law.\textsuperscript{217} Citing similar types of evidence, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit held a North Carolina voting law racially discriminatory. In particular, it emphasized that the legislature made “requests for and use of race data” related to different forms of voting and, relying on this, “enacted legislation restricting all—and only—practices disproportionately used by African Americans.”\textsuperscript{218} Notably, it roundly rejected the lower court’s refusal to make the “inference that undeniably flows” from evidence of “socioeconomic disparities.” In other words, it was relevant to the court’s discriminatory intent analysis that the legislature knowingly restricted the voting mechanisms that would not notably impact white voters but, according to the socioeconomic evidence, would severely affect Black voters.\textsuperscript{219}

Similar discriminatory patterns exist among states denying people their reproductive rights. The forced sterilization of Black women in Mississippi in the 1960s and non-consensual drug testing of primarily Black pregnant women in South Carolina in the 1990s,\textsuperscript{220} are just two examples of “contemporary” histories of states’ targeting Black women’s procreative autonomy. Today, both states persist as leading offenders in denying reproductive autonomy to Black women and people of color. For example, in Mississippi where Black women are nearly three times more likely to die from pregnancy related causes than white women and more than twice as likely to live below the poverty line compared to white women, the legislature passed multiple abortion bans while rejecting a bill that would have expanded Medicaid coverage for postpartum care.\textsuperscript{221} In South Carolina, 45\% of women who rely on Medicaid for health care are Black (over half are women of color) and it ranks “40th in the country on maternal mortality, with Black women dying at rates four times higher than white women in the State.”\textsuperscript{222} Like Mississippi, South Carolina has passed some of the harshest abortion restrictions in the country while rejecting expansion of Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act and limiting the scope and availability of family planning services under the state health plan.\textsuperscript{223}

Consistent with the \textit{Arlington Heights} standard for conducting a “sensitive” contextual consideration of the totality of the circumstances, courts
can evaluate whether these types of state policies, rooted in a history of reproductive coercion and known to disproportionately impact Black women and people of color,\textsuperscript{224} violate the Equal Protection Clause.

**ECONOMIC INEQUALITY**

For people who are living on low incomes, the right to freely decide if, when, or how to become a parent, and safely raise the children they have, is often nonexistent.\textsuperscript{225} State action debasing the equal human worth, dignity, and autonomy of people having difficulty making ends meet has ranged from forced sterilization, to coerced childbearing, to policing of people for having “too many” children, to separating children from parents, to making health care unavailable and inaccessible.\textsuperscript{226} The Supreme Court’s early abortion decisions are part and parcel of this legal injustice. In a series of cases between 1977 and 1980, the Court upheld laws denying public insurance coverage to women seeking abortion and held that poverty did not constitute a suspect class under the Constitution.\textsuperscript{227} The Court rejected plaintiffs’ related equal protection and liberty claims, raised together to demonstrate how these laws impermissibly discriminated against people living in poverty as they sought to exercise a fundamental right.\textsuperscript{228}

These decisions were wrong when they were decided and are wrong now. As Justice Marshall wrote in dissent, such laws are plainly “designed to deprive poor and minority women” of their constitutional rights.\textsuperscript{229} And, as he forewarned, it has had a “devastating impact”\textsuperscript{230} on their reproductive lives, health, dignity, and autonomy in the decades since.\textsuperscript{231}

But those erroneous decisions do not preclude constitutional consideration of how laws deny equal protection to people living on lower incomes. As Cary Franklin demonstrates in her scholarship, “long-standing doctrine still constrains state action that infringes the rights of the financially disadvantaged.”\textsuperscript{232} For this reason, equal protection often requires holding states accountable for providing services, funding, or other resources necessary to ensure non-discriminatory access to constitutional rights.\textsuperscript{233}
Outside the reproductive rights context, the Court has ordered such remedies even when doing so would require the government to expend funds. These remedies have ranged from desegregation of public schools to ensure equal treatment of Black students, to the provision of public defenders in criminal cases, to the waiver of fees related to appeals or costs of trial transcripts in civil cases.

Indeed, concern about economic inequality animated seminal Supreme Court decisions grounded primarily in liberty and due process. For instance, the Court has long recognized that preventing “discrimination against the indigent” in the context of criminal proceedings—where physical liberty is at stake—requires special protection under the Constitution. Since the 1950s, the Court has applied heightened scrutiny in this context, invoking both equal protection and due process under the Fourteenth Amendment. The Court also has applied heightened scrutiny under the Equal Protection Clause outside of the criminal law context, striking down state laws designed to deter people living on low incomes or in poverty from exercising fundamental rights, including the right to vote and the right to freely travel and establish residence in another state.

Especially relevant, the Court repeatedly has held that the Constitution requires addressing the barriers of financial disadvantage when fundamental family-relationship rights are at stake. Justice Ginsburg writing for a majority of the Court explained in M.L.B. v. S.L.J., “we place decrees forever terminating parental rights in the category of cases in which the State may not ‘bolt the door to equal justice’” solely on the “ability to pay.” Because reproductive autonomy is foundational to intimate personal decisions about family formation and relationships, courts must likewise ensure people living on low incomes or in poverty can exercise the right to determine their reproductive lives and health.

In the decades since the Court upheld bans on public insurance coverage for abortion, litigants and parties participating as amicus have, with some success, convinced courts to consider the inequity of abortion restrictions for people
living on low incomes or in poverty. They have presented extensive evidence showing how the higher costs and barriers created by laws that impose two trips and associated delays in turn require extra travel, overnight lodging, additional childcare coverage, and more lost wages from time off work – all burdens that fall hardest on people living on lower incomes. Both federal and state courts have given great weight to such evidence. For example, a federal district court in Tennessee heavily relied on expert testimony establishing the socioeconomic barriers and burdens of a 48-hour two-trip and delay law created. Based on that evidence, the judge concluded the law worked to either “place abortion beyond the reach of many low-income patients” or force them to “put themselves, and their families at risk . . . as many will go without basic necessities, take out predatory loans, or borrow money from abusive partners or ex-partners” in order to cover increased expenses.

In addition to considering the impact of abortion restrictions on people living in poverty, courts should apply heightened scrutiny to all policies that deprive people living on low incomes of decisional autonomy, dignity, and non-discriminatory health care during pregnancy, childbirth, and postpartum. The body of Supreme Court case law discussed above demonstrates that courts can hold governments accountable for remedying—even at a cost as they have done outside the reproductive rights context—the laws, systems, and institutions that make it harder, or impossible, for people to exercise their reproductive autonomy.

This too would be consistent with human rights law, which recognizes the relationship between economic inequality and the realization of reproductive rights. UN human rights treaty-monitoring bodies have been particularly attentive to the barriers people living in poverty face in accessing abortion, establishing that abortion must be available, accessible (including affordable), acceptable, and of good quality. And they have urged countries to provide financial support for those who cannot afford abortion services. Importantly, the treaty bodies recognize that laws prohibiting abortion—thereby forcing people to choose between continuing a pregnancy and travelling to another country to access legal abortion services—can cause anguish and suffering,
including financial, social, and health-related burdens and hardships. In articulating the contours of states’ obligations to realize the right to sexual and reproductive health, the Committee overseeing implementation of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights notes that equality is a cross-cutting objective requiring states to devote resources to traditionally neglected groups, including women living in poverty, in order to address systemic discrimination. The Committee describes the right to sexual and reproductive health, in particular, as “deeply affected by ‘social determinants of health,’” including poverty and income inequality.


In the case of *Lakshmi Dhikta*, the Supreme Court of Nepal drew upon human rights to guarantee economic access to safe and legal abortion services for women living in poverty in Nepal. Despite the decriminalization of abortion in Nepal in 2002, and the subsequent constitutional recognition of reproductive rights as fundamental rights, many people in Nepal remained unable to obtain abortions because of prohibitive fees, physically inaccessible facilities, and because they were unaware of the legal status of abortion. *Lakshmi Dhikta v. Nepal* was filed in Nepal’s Supreme Court on behalf of a woman with five children who was denied an abortion because she could not afford the fee. One central goal of the litigation was to ensure that abortion was available to all women, regardless of socioeconomic status and geographic location. In 2009, the Supreme Court of Nepal issued a decision reiterating the link between the right to abortion and other rights. Stating that “the right to abortion can be realized only if it is accessible and affordable,” the Court noted that “it is the primary obligation of the state to prioritize the implementation of these rights.” Based on these affirmative obligations, the Court directed the government to introduce a comprehensive abortion law and create a fund to cover the cost of services for women living on low incomes or women without income.
INTERSECTING FORMS OF DISCRIMINATION AND INTERDEPENDENT RIGHTS

The law also should recognize intersectional claims under the Fourteenth Amendment. Intersectional discrimination, a term coined by Professor Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw, recognizes the “multidimensionality” of individuals’ experiences of discrimination and does not treat different prohibited grounds of discrimination “as mutually exclusive categories of experience and analysis.” A correct equal protection jurisprudence should embrace this holistic approach in two important ways. First, under an equal protection analysis, courts can address the impact of laws that perpetuate multiple, compounding forms of discrimination – such as sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, race, disability, and class. Second, when equal protection is at issue, courts can draw on precedent that recognizes the interdependent and inseparable nature of the Fourteenth Amendment’s liberty, life, and equality clauses. This approach further builds on the work of reproductive justice scholars who explore why realization of reproductive autonomy requires an intersectional analysis much like the human rights framework. Grounded in this scholarship and building on decades of case law as well as human rights principles, discussed below, an intersectional analysis provides a stronger legal framework for securing reproductive autonomy through multiple and interdependent constitutional guarantees.

INTERSECTIONAL DISCRIMINATION CLAIMS

Federal courts of appeals have considered intersectional discrimination claims brought under federal civil rights statutes like Title VII. In these cases, courts have recognized that “to bisect a person’s identity at the intersection of race and gender often distorts or ignores the particular nature of their experiences.” Accordingly, the judicial inquiry accounts for the reality of intersecting forms of discrimination – for example, that “Asian women are subject to a set of stereotypes and assumptions shared neither by Asian men nor by white women,” and that “discrimination against black females can exist even in the absence of discrimination against black men or white
women.” As Justice Ginsburg observed, recognition of intersecting forms of discrimination is correct “as a matter of precedent and logic.”

This approach logically extends to constitutional equality protection. Justice Marshall’s prescient dissents in the abortion insurance coverage cases explained the related constitutional harms at stake. He denounced the withholding of publicly funded insurance coverage as state action that denied poor and minority women basic equality in controlling their bodies and lives. And he urged an approach that would weigh these intersecting harms together. In his view, the disparate impact on poor people and predominantly people of color must surely “be relevant” in the equal protection inquiry and justify higher scrutiny under the Equal Protection Clause. While his opinion did not carry the day then, subsequent decisions from state supreme courts have followed this approach when interpreting state constitutional guarantees of equality and reproductive autonomy.

Recently, Justice Sonia Sotomayor similarly identified the inter-relationship between race, gender, and class as worthy of the Court’s careful attention. At the height of the COVID-19 pandemic, reproductive justice and medical groups challenged the government’s unique restrictions on medication abortion, which made it impossible to obtain this medication by mail. In dissent, Justice Sotomayor wrote:

“[M]ore than half of women who have abortions are women of color, and COVID–19’s mortality rate is three times higher for Black and Hispanic individuals than non-Hispanic White individuals. On top of that, three-quarters of abortion patients have low incomes, making them more likely to rely on public transportation to get to a clinic to pick up their medication. . . . Finally, minority and low-income populations are more likely to live in intergenerational housing, so patients risk infecting not just themselves, but also elderly parents and grandparents.”
Human rights principles underlying equality likewise recognize that many people may experience multiple and intersecting forms of discrimination. The UN Committee overseeing implementation of the Convention on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD) recognizes the importance of analyzing racial discrimination from a gender perspective. It recognizes the importance of addressing the “circumstances in which racial discrimination only or primarily affects women, or affects women in a different way, or to a different degree than men.”

Human rights treaty monitoring bodies have specifically recognized that intersectional discrimination can hinder women’s access to reproductive health services and the full realization of sexual and reproductive rights. They have thus recommended that states put a particular focus on the maternal health needs of marginalized groups of women, including adolescents, women living in poverty, minority women, rural women, and women with disabilities. The Committee on Economic Social and Cultural Rights has expressly articulated government’s obligations to address intersectional forms of discrimination in access to sexual and reproductive health services.

Relatedly, the Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities has noted that women and girls with disabilities face multiple barriers to the enjoyment of sexual and reproductive health and rights, often because of harmful stereotypes, and due to barriers including a failure to respect their legal capacity and a lack of accessibility of facilities, services, and information. In a joint statement issued in 2018, the Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities and the Committee on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women reiterated that “gender equality and disability rights are mutually reinforcing concepts” and reminded governments of their obligation to address the root causes of discrimination against women and persons with disabilities, and to respect, protect, and fulfill the rights of all women, including women with disabilities, with respect to sexual and reproductive health and rights.
RECOGNIZING INTERDEPENDENT RIGHTS

Watershed Supreme Court decisions establish that when the state discriminates against traditionally subordinated groups seeking to make deeply personal, intimate decisions, the protections of the Liberty and Equal Protection Clauses are mutually reinforcing. Thus, when these interdependent constitutional rights are at stake, courts should apply heightened scrutiny.

Over seventy-five years ago, in *Skinner v. Oklahoma*, the Court applied strict scrutiny to invalidate a law authorizing sterilization of people convicted three times of crimes involving “moral turpitude,” which included crimes associated with people living in poverty, such as stealing chickens; but not those associated with people who were employed and educated, such as embezzlement or political offenses. The Court held the law violated rights of liberty and equality, because it both “touches a sensitive and important area of human rights . . . the right to have offspring” and “has made as an invidious a discrimination as if it had selected a particular race or nationality for oppressive treatment.” Twenty-five years later, in *Loving v. Virginia*, the Court declared Virginia’s law criminalizing interracial marriage unconstitutional under both the Equal Protection and Liberty Clauses. The Court held: “To deny this fundamental freedom [to marry] on so unsupportable a basis as the racial classifications embodied in these statutes, classifications so directly subversive of the principle of equality at the heart of the Fourteenth Amendment, is surely to deprive all the State’s citizens of liberty without due process of law.” Most recently, this reinforcing “legal double helix” of liberty and equality shaped the *Obergefell v. Hodges* decision recognizing the constitutional right of same-sex marriage: “Each concept—liberty and equal protection—leads to a stronger understanding of the other.”

As in these cases, when courts are reviewing reproductive restrictions challenged as violating equal protection, they should apply heightened scrutiny to any that impose multiple forms of discrimination on marginalized groups, or that limit reproductive autonomy in unequal ways.
Although undertheorized in U.S. law, international human rights law recognizes that the right to life provides critical protections for one’s reproductive autonomy.

The U.S. Supreme Court has not directly recognized the Fourteenth Amendment right to life as a limit on government interference with personal decisions about pregnancy or medical care. Prior to Dobbs, it had ruled in numerous cases that “a State may not restrict access to abortions that are necessary, in appropriate medical judgment, for the preservation of the life or health” of the woman. California’s high court has recognized that both abortion bans and coverage restrictions implicate the state constitutional right to life for this very reason: Pregnancy and childbirth involve “risk of death” and “even when a life-threatening condition is not present, the constitutional choice directly involves the woman’s fundamental interest in the preservation of her personal health.” Additionally, the U.S. Supreme Court has recognized that a substantive due process right to life protects against official action that is lethal, “unjustifiable by any government interest,” and rises to “the conscience-shocking level.”

Some scholars argue that U.S. Supreme Court precedent supports a right to medical decision-making necessary to prevent death, or even more broadly to preserve health. Some have urged the importance of understanding and framing abortion as medically necessary health care. Others have argued for an understanding of the right to health care as integral to the constitutional right to reproductive autonomy.

The potential application of these lines of argument to the various contexts in which state policies or official actions threaten the health, safety, and lives of individuals who are pregnant, giving birth, and postpartum are ripe for
development. One important guide in doing so is the strong recognition under human rights law of the right to life as a critical protection for reproductive autonomy.

Under international human rights law, right to life protections are rooted in Article 6 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), a treaty ratified by the United States in 1994. Article 6 provides that “[e]very human being has the inherent right to life. This right shall be protected by law. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life.” The right should not be interpreted narrowly. And it is not subject to derogation, which means that the right is absolute and cannot be suspended or restricted. Critically, human rights experts confirm that right to life protections grounded in the human rights treaties do not apply prenatally. Human rights bodies have long recognized the connection between restrictive abortion laws, high rates of unsafe abortion, and maternal mortality, and found that restrictive abortion laws violate a range of human rights, including the right to life. The 2022 World Health Organization’s Abortion Care Guideline notes that between 4.7% and 13.2% of all maternal deaths are attributed to unsafe abortions, with the proportion of unsafe abortions significantly higher in countries with highly restrictive abortion laws than in those with less restrictive laws. The UN Human Rights Committee, which is charged with overseeing interpretation and implementation of the ICCPR, has confirmed that the right to life contains important protections for access to abortion. It limits the restrictions that states can place on abortion access, and it obligates governments to ensure access to abortion services. Specifically, in General Comment 36, the Committee stated that abortion restrictions cannot imperil the right to life, including by forcing women to undertake unsafe abortion. At a minimum, the right to life requires states to provide safe, legal, and effective access to abortion where a person’s life and health is at risk, or when carrying a pregnancy to term would cause them substantial pain or suffering. The Committee noted that state parties to the treaty “may not regulate pregnancy or abortion in all
other cases in a manner that runs contrary to their duty to ensure that women and girls do not have to resort to unsafe abortions, and they should revise their laws accordingly. In addition, the Committee noted that states may not introduce new barriers to abortion and should remove existing barriers that deny effective access to safe and legal abortion. It noted, too, that states should prevent the stigmatization of people seeking abortion. Finally, the Committee noted that, in order to fulfill the right to life and protect against unsafe abortion, governments should ensure the availability of, and effective access to information and education on sexual and reproductive health, a wide range of contraceptive methods, and quality prenatal and post-abortion health care. Other treaty bodies also have found that access to safe and legal abortion is essential to reproductive health and a prerequisite for safeguarding the right to life, among other rights.

International human rights bodies have likewise made clear that the right to life includes important protections for maternal health, requiring governments to address both the causes and prevalence of maternal mortality. The Human Rights Committee has consistently expressed concern about high rates of maternal mortality, which it considers a violation of women’s right to life. It has made clear that the right to life requires governments to ensure the availability of, and effective access to, quality prenatal health care, on a confidential basis, and to develop plans for improving access to medical examinations and treatments designed to reduce maternal and infant mortality. Invoking the right to life, the Committee has recommended that governments take efforts to effectively eliminate preventable maternal mortality and ensure non-discriminatory access to affordable quality health care, including prenatal and emergency obstetric care.

Indeed, the duty to protect life requires governments to take affirmative measures both to protect the right to life and to advance the enjoyment of a life with dignity. The UN Human Rights Committee has noted that these measures include ensuring access to essential goods and services, such as food, water, shelter, and health care, and taking positive steps to
reduce maternal mortality. Jurisprudence by the Committee further affirms governments’ obligation to take measures to protect the right to life and underscores the indivisibility and interdependence of the right to life with other rights, including economic, social, and cultural rights.

National courts have similarly interpreted right to life protections under national constitutions. For example, the Supreme Court of India has recognized the right to health as an aspect of the right to life with dignity, and specifically recognized women’s right to reproductive health as being a facet of the right to life protected under Article 21 of India’s constitution. Courts in India have found that the denial of access to reproductive health care, including maternal health care and abortion care, violates the right to life under Article 21.

In the context of the prevalence of uterine prolapse in pregnant women in Nepal, the Supreme Court of Nepal held that the right to health, including the right to reproductive health, is a part of the right to life, along with the right to live a dignified life. And, in Lakshmi Dhikta v. Nepal, discussed earlier, the Supreme Court of Nepal grounded the right to access safe and legal abortion services in a constellation of rights contained in Nepal’s constitution, including the right to live with dignity and personal liberty, and held that these human rights place affirmative obligations on the government to ensure access to abortion. Accordingly, the Court directed the government to introduce a comprehensive abortion law based on international human rights principles, and to create a fund to cover the cost of services for women living on low incomes or women without income.

In the case of PAK and Salim Mohammed v. the Attorney General and 3 Others, the High Court of Kenya in Malindi affirmed that abortion care is a fundamental right under the Constitution of Kenya and that arbitrary arrests and prosecution of patients and health care providers for seeking or offering abortion care is illegal. In reaching its decision, the High Court engaged an analysis of the right to life under the Constitution of Kenya,
The Constitution requires the government to respect—and courts to protect—the human right to reproductive autonomy. The Fourteenth Amendment ensures this right through its multiple and interdependent guarantees of life, liberty, and equal protection. As does international human rights law. Each of these foundational sources support a broad right to reproductive autonomy under law that advocates, scholars, and jurists must defend against further retrogression and strengthen for future generations.

Conclusion

drawing, in part, on the UN Human Rights Committee’s General Comment 36 and noting that the right to life obligates governments to ensure women and girls do not have to undertake unsafe abortions, as well as to take affirmative steps to provide access to abortion.309

Such analysis can guide an understanding and application of the right to life to similarly protect reproductive autonomy under the Fourteenth Amendment.
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